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Abhisyanda: the concept behind aayurveda ophthalmic clinical practice
Ratheesh P., Rajesh T.G., Jayakrishnan K. and Abhayadev Ashokan

ABSTRACT: Abhisyanda is a word widely mentioned in Salaakyantra, the branch of aayurveda that deals with organs above the neck. The concept of abhisyanda leads a quintessential role in the diagnosis and management of eye diseases, but the explanation about its physical and perceivable forms need to be explored. In clinical management of eye diseases, an abhisyanda state is treated by considering specific dosha involved. This paper aims to consolidate the theoretical and practical knowledge mentioned in aayurveda literatures regarding the concept of abhisyanda. Aama, kleda and abhisyanda are interrelated. The occurrence of these may be in a sequential manner. In diagnosis and treatment this sequence is to be considered in addition to dosha analysis.
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Introduction
The word abhisyanda is defined as ‘aasрав’ meaning ‘the process of oozing out’4. It can be assumed that abhisyanda is a state of wetness caused due to oozing out of fluids from channels. The term abhisyanda is mainly used in Salaakya tantra, the branch of aayurveda that deals with organs above the neck, especially in the context of eye diseases. Though it is not well-defined in aayurveda literatures, abhisyanda is considered as the primary causative factor of all eye diseases.3 Eyes are considered the most important sense organs in the body. Hence, it is necessary to explore the idea behind the conventional knowledge about the concept of abhisyanda and its application in the diagnosis and management of eye diseases.

Sareera is constituted by panchamaha-bhootha or five basic elements viz. prthvi, jala, tejus, vaayu, and aakaasa. The perceivable form of sareera is contributed by prthvi, held together by jala, in the space provided by aakaasa. designed into a specific shape by vaayu and then subjected to paaka or maturation by agni.4 Among these panchamahabhootta, prthvi is the material cause and jala is the binding principle: this binding is achieved through the property of wetness attributed to jala. Another property that associates sareera with wetness is snigdha and anything possessing snigdha property can be named as sneha.3,5 As the sareera is said to be ‘snehasaara’6 which means essence of the body is sneha, sareera may be metaphorically considered as a mass of sneha made out of pthvi and jala.6

Human body is constituted by three dosha (vaata, pitta and kapha), seven dhaatu (rasa, rakta, maamsa, medas, ashi, majja and sukra) and three mala (puresha, moortra and sveda).5 The derangement of specific properties attributed to these three factors creates disease in the body.5 Apart from these factors, there is a concept of dhaatumala, some by-products produced during the transformation of one dhatu to other. Sneha is one such by-product produced during the transformation of majjadhaatu to gurukhadhaatu.5 It maintains the normal functioning of the most vital sense organ, the eye, any abnormality in its synthesis impairs functions of the organ.

So we can conclude that, the body is snehasaara, predominantly made of pthvi and jalamahabhootha, constantly nourished by dhaatuparigama. These factors are considered here, while explaining the development of abhisyanda in the body.
Kaivishaparihaari gulika
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